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INSIDE:
NPS Helps Plan Multinational Counterterrorism Exercise
Evaluating CubeSats for Communications Support
Student Honored with Prestigious Supply Corps Award

OPERATION H•A•D•R
NPS STUDENTS AND FACULTY DEPLOY TO THE CENTRAL PHILIPPINES TO PROVIDE RELIEF  

FOLLOWING TYHPOON HAIYAN, BUT IT’S ON CAMPUS WHERE THE BULK OF UNIVERSITY EFFORTS  
TO IMPROVE HADR OPERATIONS HAPPENS EVERY DAY.



24 Naval Studies Program 
Pits NPS Student Expertise 
Against Navy’s Challenges
Lt. Jerry Wyrick is one of several students taking 
advantage of Naval Studies Program funding 
to perform detailed analyses on behalf of Navy 
leaders. Wyrick’s initiative seeks to fill a critical 
need in cyber operations training programs.

As a graduate returning to campus to serve in my current capacity, I continue to be im-
pressed by the synergistic relationship between our students, faculty and curricula. Our 
students are consummate professionals at every level, our faculty are world-class, and our 

educational programs are relevant, adaptable and of immediate value to the Navy and DOD. This 
is, without question, one of the most powerful statements of value this institution can make. But it 
is certainly not the only one. 

 At NPS, along with the advanced education afforded our students comes several related ben-
efits … broadening the leadership skills and network of professional relationships of our students; 
and student and faculty research that is directly responsive to the needs of the Fleet and the Com-
batant Commander. While these rigorous efforts are a necessary part of graduate education, it is the 
positive impact on the mission and readiness of the Navy, our sister services, and other agencies that 
delivers great value to a multitude of sponsors. 

 This edition of “In Review” magazine contains several examples of the impact of work done by 
NPS. Late last year, an Atlas V rocket launched in Southern California carried with it a small, cube-
shaped nanosatellite that SOUTHCOM hopes can support tactical communications in some of the 
dense jungles within its region. To evaluate the capability, SOUTHCOM turned to NPS students 
and researchers in our Distributed Information Systems Experimentation, or DISE, group.

 In the information dominance corps, the demand for highly technical junior cyber warriors 
is high, but current gaps in training present a challenge to fulfilling this demand. Educational pro-
grams for senior Sailors and officers, including those here at NPS, are working, but in the techni-
cally-demanding world of cyberspace, how could the Navy get young Sailors ready for cyberspace, 
as quickly as possible? An NPS student, Lieutenant Jerry Wyrick, is developing a solution … a short 
but intensive training program to help provide cyber Sailors with enough technical savvy to operate 
in critical Fleet cyber positions.

 Efforts like these, and others by our students and faculty, demonstrate leadership and excel-
lence in their communities, and it’s getting noticed. The Vice Admiral Robert F. Batchelder Award 
is presented annually to the Supply Corps officer with exemplary contributions to the supply read-
iness of the operating forces. Lieutenant John Sprague was recognized as a leader in his field when 
he received the award this past quarter for providing logistics support to SEAL Team Three at his 
previous command. And he will now have the opportunity to continue to improve his skills as a 
student in the NPS operations analysis program.

 In a nod to one of our expert faculty, Associate Professor Nita Shattuck earned the Surface 
Navy Association’s Literary Award for her work with sleep and performance optimization through 
the application of non-standard, watch-standing schedules. Also, our Operations Research (OR) 
department was officially presented with an impressive trophy for their INFORMS Smith Prize for 
best OR Department in the nation, an award that had been announced last Spring.

 All of these outstanding student and faculty achievements offer testament to the value an NPS 
education provides to Navy mission effectiveness, but perhaps none more so than our cover story 
on HADR mission support. This past November, a team of students and faculty at NPS deployed to 
the Philippines to provide communications assessments and support following the devastation left 
by Typhoon Haiyan, as part of an ongoing research project for rapidly deployable networks. 

 Their efforts are impressive … and when combined with several student-driven research projects 
into every aspect of HADR operations, and an astounding 45 individual master’s theses in just three 
years, the Naval Postgraduate School’s collective potential impact on Navy HADR operations is striking. 

 On the one hand, we’ve executed our mission of quality, unique graduate education for the 60 
students who completed those HADR studies. But on the other hand, and equally important, these 
detailed analyses on nearly every aspect of recent HADR events provide a resource for Navy/DOD 
leadership that is a model of what the special blend of NPS students with recent operational experi-
ence, dedicated expert faculty and responsive research can achieve.

“Our students 

are consummate 

professionals at every 

level, our faculty are 

world-class, and 

our educational 

programs are 

relevant, adaptable 

and of immediate 

value to the Navy 

and DOD.”
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First Defense Energy 
Seminar of the Year 
Focuses on Human 
Behavior

NPS Department of Systems 
Engineering Associate Professor 
retired Army Col. Andy Hernan-
dez addressed NPS engineering 
students, along with select faculty 
and staff, on the complexities of 
energy conservation in the military 
during the first Defense Energy 
Seminar series lecture for 2014 held 
in the Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering Auditorium, Jan 10.

Hernandez’s aim is to continue 
expanding the operational rela-
tionship between NPS and the Ma-
rine Corps Expeditionary Energy 
Office (see full story, page 25) in 
hopes of forging new ideas and ex-
panding research capabilities.

“Conservation of energy for the 
USMC is a means to extend opera-
tional reach,” said Hernandez. “This 
is the continued sustainment of 
operations in both time and space 
without increasing the amount of 
energy required. The ability to ex-
tend operations affects all military 

activities, including communica-
tions, command and control, com-

puters and intelligence.”
Hernandez discussed current 

research to identify and quanti-
fy factors of human behavior that 
have the ability to extend oper-
ational reach when changed. He 
also welcomed NPS colleagues 
Research Professor Dr. Michael E. 
McCauley and Research Associate 
Anita Salem to the conversation, 
bringing their expert analyses to 
the presentation.

Understanding energy depen-
dence is a critical weakness of U.S. 
combat forces led Commandant 

of the Marine Corps Gen. James F. 
Amos to declare energy a top prior-
ity, prompting him to challenge all 
Marines to conserve energy use on 
and off the battlefield. Amos also 
developed the Expeditionary En-
ergy Strategy and Implementation 
Plan aimed at increasing combat 
effectiveness through efficiency and 
renewable expeditionary energy.

NPS Holds Two-Week 
Course in Human Capital 
Management

NPS’ Defense Resources Man-
agement Institute (DRMI) wel-
comed the latest cohort of students 
to campus in mid-January for the 

Human Capital Resources Man-
agement (HCRM) course. The 
HCRM program offers relevant 
economic concepts and strategic 
planning resources emphasizing 
human resources integration and 
total force management.

“Ultimately the course is about 
learning analytical tools and per-
spectives to improve programs and 
policies pertaining to human capi-
tal,” said DRMI Assistant Professor 
Dr. Laura Armey.

“We learn from each other’s 
experiences, knowledge and back-
grounds,” said Saudi Arabian Na-
tional Guard Brig. Gen. Dr. Khalid 
AlShohaib. “It’s a mix of knowl-
edge that one could never get any-
where else.”

The HCRM course is a two-
week program of classroom lec-
tures, small group discussions and 

real-world case studies intended to 
develop the decision-making skills 
necessary in today’s challenging 
defense environment.

“I hope our students take a 
step back from their day-to-day 
manpower and human resource 
problems and look at the overall 
process of managing people from 
a fresh and strategic perspective,” 
added Armey.

AFIT Chancellor Visits 
NPS, Addresses Air Force 
Students

Air Force Institute of Technolo-
gy (AFIT) Director and Chancellor 
Dr. Todd I. Stewart, a retired Air 
Force Maj. Gen., met with several 
faculty and students during a tour 
of campus, Nov. 8.

Stewart visited NPS with mem-
bers of the National Research 
Council (NRC) but also found 
time to tour the campus, speak 
with Air Force students and meet 
several NPS faculty.

“[Dr. Stewart] is interested in 
expanding opportunities for col-
laboration between NPS and AFIT, 
especially in the areas of cyber 
and space systems,” said Graduate 

School of Engineering and Applied 
Sciences Associate Dean Air Force 
Col. Christopher Smithtro.

“The students Dr. Stewart met 
with were exceptionally engaged 
during his presentation,” continued 
Smithtro. “They peppered him with 
questions related to their programs 
and future Air Force careers.” 

Mechanical Engineering 
Student Earns Multiple 
Honors for Advanced 
Research

Mechanical engineering stu-
dent Lt. Cmdr. Jamie Cook’s re-
search into advanced carbon 
nanomaterials captured quite a bit 
of attention during the Center for 
Materials Research (CMR) stu-
dent research showcase and hol-
iday celebration, Dec. 11. Cook’s 
research was met with high praise 
on campus, earning a CMR Out-
standing Research Award, and off 
campus as well with his receipt of 
the Naval Sea Systems Command’s 
Excellence in Naval/Mechanical 
Engineering award.

“I feel honored to be recog-
nized by the faculty, especially 
considering the excellent quality 
of all of the projects and research 
presented at the CMR gathering,” 
said Cook. “My time spent here 
has been intense but extremely re-
warding. I did my best to make the 
most of this experience and I tried 
to push myself academically when-
ever possible. I know I will apply 
the numerous skills I gained here 
in my future positions as an Engi-
neering Duty Officer.”

Associate Professor Claudia 
Luhrs lauded Cook for his hard 
work, leadership and enthusiasm.

“Jamie is a very bright student 
that shows leadership and creativ-
ity, always enthusiastic about the 
task at hand. He is methodic, a 
very good communicator and has 
a great sense of humor. It was a 
pleasure to have him as part of our 
group,” said Luhrs. 

Upon his graduation in late 
December, Cook reported to the 
Strategic Systems Programs Head-

quarters at the Washington Navy 
Yard in Washington, D.C. 

Marine Corps Student 
Receives Fall Quarter’s 
Top Honor

A select group of the Fall Quar-
ter’s top U.S. and international NPS 
students were honored during the 
quarterly awards ceremony in the 
Barbara McNitt Ballroom, Dec. 10. 
The students were recognized for 
excellence in their respective fields 
of study as well as other scholarly 
achievements.

“The students being recognized 
today are indebted to NPS’ super-
lative faculty … [who’ve] spent 

countless hours educating and 
training them to conduct scholar-
ly research, and inspiring them in 
countess ways,” said NPS Dean of 
Students Capt. Tom MacRae.

 continued on page 6
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Air Force Institute of Technology 
Director and Chancellor, retired U.S. 
Air Force Maj. Gen. Todd I. Stewart, 
is briefed by NPS Distinguished Pro-
fessor Brij Agrawal in the Segmented 
Mirror Space Telescope (SMT) lab 
during a campus visit, Nov. 8. 

NPS Associate Professor retired Army 
Col. Andy Hernandez discusses the 
complexities of military energy conser-
vation with NPS students, faculty and 
staff in the Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering Auditorium, Jan. 10.

Students participating in the Human 
Capital Resources Management 
(HCRM) course outside Spanagel 
Hall, Jan. 13. The HCRM course offers 
relevant concepts emphasizing human 
resources and total force management.

Student’s National Cyber Association  
Garners High-Level Attention 

In the critical field of cyber operations, the work of an Army officer 
with little background in computer science has garnered considerable 
attention from several of the nation’s most respected cyberwarriors.

While completing his graduate studies in NPS’ cyber systems and op-
erations master’s program, U.S. Army strategist Capt. Joseph Billingsley 
of Stamford, Conn. recognized the strategic value of creating a profes-
sional association that catered to the needs of the cyber community. 
And that drove Billingsley to pull 
double-duty while completing his 
thesis, pounding the pavement to get 
his Military Cyber Professionals Asso-
ciation (MCPA) up and running.

“My motivation for focusing on 
cyber as opposed to more traditional 
areas of strategic thought was the 
growing concern about this field on 
Wall Street, K Street and Main Street. 
The need has been clearly articulated 
in numerous strategic planning docu-
ments and policies,” said Billingsley.

“I wanted to make a meaningful 
contribution to the cyber fight and I 
knew that I wasn’t going to be able 
to do that in a technical manner. I am 
a strategist not a computer scientist, 
but I believe that in an environment as dynamic as cyberspace, the most 
enduring piece of key terrain is the people,” he continued. “As a strate-
gist, I am tasked with thinking long term. The establishment of a cyber 
association is a long-term approach to meeting our nation’s top cyber 
requirements,” he continued.

Former commander of U.S. Army Cyber Command, retired Lt. Gen. 
Rhett Hernandez, has taken an active interest in Billingsley’s work. He 
congratulated Billingsley and expressed his hopes for the new organization.

“I applaud the work being done by Joe on the MCPA. Cyber is the 
number-one threat to national security, and people, not technology, will 

out think and out maneuver these cyber threats,” said Hernandez.
“Our military is a profession and the cyberspace domain, no different 

than other domains, requires competent, committed professionals of 
character. The MCPA will bond cyber warriors worldwide and increase the 
strength of our profession,” he continued.

In addition to the kudos Billingsley received from the Army’s top cyber 
officer, Senior Military Advisor for Cyber to the Under Secretary of Defense 

for Policy, Maj. Gen. John A. Davis, also 
became interested in the proposed 
association after reading about Billings-
ley’s efforts at NPS. He was so intrigued 
that he contacted Billingsley and offered 
to serve as one of his thesis readers.

“A national cyber association al-
lows the varied facets of the cyber do-
main to come together, share person-
al experiences, and bridge the various 
professional cultures within the cyber 
domain, bringing them together to 
create a community that will meet the 
needs of cyber professionals today 
and in the future,” said Davis.

Davis also offered insight into the 
importance of the emerging cyber op-
erations field and its relevance today.

“There are at least two dynamics at play that are changing at an alarm-
ing rate. The first is our growing dependence upon networked technologies 
globally. In the areas of public health, safety, finance and personal empow-
erment, there is an increasing reliance on the cyber domain,” said Davis.

“While the first dynamic offers us both opportunity as well as risk, 
the second dynamic involves evolving threats — threats from criminal 
and espionage activities to more overtly destructive efforts that are 
underway. When we look at these two dynamics, we have to keep them 
in balance. It is because of these dynamics that cyber operations are so 
important today,” he continued.

Army Capt. Joseph Billingsley, left, and NPS President retired Vice Adm. 
Ronald A. Route, right, prepare to present honorary medals to a select 
group of initial members and key supporters of the Monterey chapter 
of Billingsley’s Military Cyber Professionals Association. 

Mechanical and Aerospace Engi-
neering Associate Professor Claudia 
Luhrs, left, congratulates Lt. Cmdr. 
Jamie Cook, right, on his receipt of the 
Center for Materials Research (CMR) 
Outstanding Research Award, Dec. 11.

Marine Corps Maj. Jacob C. Urban, 
right, is presented with the Monterey 
Peninsula Council Navy League Award 
for Highest Academic Achievement by 
council President, retired Marine Corps 
Lt. Col. David Overton, Dec. 10. 
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U.S. Marine Corps Maj. Jacob 
C. Urban, a student in the national 
security studies program, was hon-
ored with the Navy League Award 
for Highest Academic Achievement.

“I am grateful for the opportuni-
ty to attend graduate school here at 
NPS, and to be able to interact with 
so many intelligent, knowledgeable 
and talented people — both stu-
dents and instructors,” said Urban.

“Being surrounded by people 
of this caliber has really motivat-
ed me to dig into my studies and 
learn as much as I possibly can,” he 
continued. “I hope that my efforts 
are worthy of this great institution, 
and of the money that taxpayers 
have contributed to give me this 
opportunity.”

Fleet Master Chief 
Addresses NPS Enlisted 
Staff

Fleet Master Chief for Man-
power, Personnel, Training and 
Education (MPT&E) April Bel-
do spoke with NPS enlisted staff 
members during a scheduled vis-
it to the campus, Nov. 20. Beldo 
offered a behind the scenes view 
of Navy career planning and ad-
vancement, while sharing some of 
the lessons she has learned over 
her decades-long naval career.

“I have served for over 30 years, 
and my best tool has always been 
staying positive and daily self dis-
cipline,” said Beldo.

“I encourage you all to con-
tinue preparing yourselves for the 
next level,” she continued. “Many 

of you will become the Navy’s fu-
ture leaders, and when you get 

there, your junior Sailors will be 
seeking your advice.”

As one of only four fleet master 
chiefs in the U.S. Navy, Beldo also 
discussed the role of senior enlist-
ed staff.

“It is our responsibility to pro-
vide an opportunity for junior 
Sailors to succeed in their careers,” 
said Beldo. “We signed up for this 
experience … This is how we take 
care of the country, our families 
and ourselves.”

NPS Celebrates Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. During 
Annual Breakfast 

The Monterey Chapter of the 
National Naval Officers Associa-
tion (NNOA) joined regional civ-
ic leadership, community officials 
and university President retired 

Vice Adm. Ronald A. Route in cel-
ebrating the legacy of Dr. Martin 
Luther King. Jr. during the annu-
al commemorative breakfast, Jan. 
25. Village Project Inc. Chair Ann 
Todd Jealous was invited by the 
NNOA to serve as the event’s key-
note speaker.

“We often hear of Dr. King in 
the context of the extraordinary, 
but I think it’s just as important 
to talk about the ordinary,” said 
Jealous. “I share the imperfections 
of his humanness so that you will 
understand that perfection is not 
necessary in order to make great 
and positive change. We just have 
to care enough to not let our fears 
and our imperfections stop us.”

Jealous participated in the 1963 
March on Washington for Jobs and 
Freedom where, as a 16-years-old, 
she heard King’s famous, “I Have a 
Dream,” speech.

NNOA advisor and NPS Grad-
uate School of Business and Public 
Policy Associate Dean Cmdr. Si-
monia Blassingame offered closing 
remarks at the commemoration.

“I have marched and commem-
orated Dr. King’s birthday for as 
long as I can remember, but I have 
not quite heard the story put togeth-
er in the way that Mrs. Jealous told 
it today,” said Blassingame. “You 
gave me so much to think about, 
and I enjoyed it tremendously.”

The Jealous family is active in 
a number of community organiza-
tions designed to empower people 
to improve their lives. Jealous’ hus-

band, Fred Jealous, is founder of the 
Breakthrough Men’s Community, 
a men’s organization focused on 
self-improvement. Her son, Benja-
min, recently completed a five-year 
term as President of the NAACP.

Vice Adm. William F. 
Moran, Chief of Naval 
Personnel, Talks 
Manpower During SGL

Chief of Naval Personnel and 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations 
for Manpower, Personnel, Training 
and Education Vice Adm. William 
F. Moran addressed Naval Post-
graduate School students in the 
university’s King Auditorium, Nov. 
20. Moran’s visit, part of the Sec-

retary of the Navy Guest Lecture 
Series, provided the Navy’s per-
sonnel chief with an opportunity 
to update the university’s officer 
students on key manpower issues 
facing the sea service.

Moran spoke at length about 
the Navy’s current budgetary and 
personnel restraints and offered 
insight into his staff ’s planning 
processes. He also spoke about the 

importance of two-way commu-
nication between Sailors “at the 
waterfront” and policy makers in 
Washington. 

He also encouraged students 
to speak about their educational 
experiences at NPS, and demon-
strate how what they’ve learned at 
NPS can bring value back in the 
Pentagon.

“It’s how you implement, exe-
cute, and communicate that makes 
the difference on how policy is 
received in the fleet,” said Moran. 
“Focus on communication … fo-
cus on how you can communicate 
what you learn here at NPS.”

Moran assumed duties as the 
57th Chief of Naval Personnel on 
Aug. 2, 2013 and is responsible for 
the planning and programming of 
all manpower, personnel, training 
and education resources for the 
U.S. Navy. 

Physics Professor 
Honored With Menneken 
Research Award 

Assistant Professor Dr. Joseph 
P. Hooper of the Department of 
Physics received the 2013 Mennek-
en Research Award for his work on 
explosives, explosive detection, 
lightweight armor and materials 
under extreme conditions. 

Hooper has published nine 
peer-reviewed articles since join-
ing NPS in 2011 and is working 
on both computational and experi-
mental research programs.

“We’ve been fortunate to have a 
large group of students involved in 
our research,” said Hooper. “We’ve 
had about 13 student theses out of 
our group within the last couple of 
years that have focused on conven-
tional weapons, armor and related 
topics for the Navy and DOD. The 
students bring a lot of operation-
al experience and insight to this 
research, which helps a great deal 
in thinking clearly about the di-
rection of a project or its possible 
applications in the fleet.”

Honored for the recognition 
in the commemoration of an NPS 
leader in research, Hooper was 
grateful to the students and to the 
sponsors that made his team’s re-
search possible.

“We’re very appreciative to the 
Office of Naval Research (ONR) 
and the Defense Threat Reduc-
tion Agency (DTRA) that have 
sponsored much of our work,” said 
Hooper. “This type of research 
really is not possible without the 
support from our sponsors and 
considerable hands-on work from 
our students.”

Professor Hooper earned his 
Ph.D. in physics at Tulane Univer-
sity in 2006. Prior to joining NPS, 
he was a Research Physicist at the 
Naval Surface Warfare Center, In-
dian Head Division, studying the 
basic physics of explosives. He has 
published more than 30 peer-re-
viewed journal articles, with much 
of his research funded by ONR and 
DTRA, as well as the Department 
of Homeland Security. 

Defense Analysis Helps 
North African Nations 
Improve Land, Sea Border 
Security

A coalition of military officers, 
law enforcement professionals, and 
civilian leaders from Algeria and 
Tunisia, along the north African 

coast, traveled to NPS in late Janu-
ary to participate in a tailored three-
week International Border Security 
Workshop. Led by faculty in NPS’ 
Department of Defense Analysis, 
the workshop hoped to provide the 
nations with a foundational knowl-
edge of international maritime and 

land-based border security.
Defense analysis Assistant Profes-

sor Heather Gregg led the land bor-
der security portion of the workshop.

“The idea is that we expose our 
participants to short classes on a 
variety of subjects. There is a great 

 continued from page 5
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NPS Professors Awarded Grant to 
Explore Ethics of Cyberwarfare

The National Science Foundation has 
awarded NPS Department of Defense Analysis 
Assistant Professor Dr. Bradley “BJ” Strawser and 
Department of Computer Science Professor Dr. 
Neil C. Rowe with a three-year, $500,000 grant to 
explore the ethics of cyberwarfare.

Strawser and Rowe will serve 
as co-principal investigators, along 
with Western Michigan University 
Professor Fritz Allhoff and California 
Polytechnical Institute Professor 
Patrick Lin. The ethics and philoso-
phy experts received the funds to 
explore, “Safeguarding Cyberspace 
with Ethical Rules for Cyberwarfare.”

Strawser is NPS’ resident philoso-
pher, and is best known for his work 
on the ethics of unmanned systems. 
His book, “Killing by Remote Con-
trol: the Ethics of an Unmanned 
Military” explores the potential 
ethical gains and pitfalls of drones. 
The NSF grant will now allow him to 
turn his inquisitive eye to the field 
of cyber warfare.

“We have established international norms on 
conventional warfare, but we need to come to a 
consensus on the norms of cyber war,” said Straw-
ser. “What is cyberwarfare, and what actions in 
the cyber realm constitute an act of war?”

Rowe’s background in artificial intelligence 
makes him the only non-philosopher among the 
grant awardees. He will be guiding his co-princi-
pal investigators on the more technical aspects 
of the research.

“I am the technical guy in the project. It is 
important that we understand what is possi-
ble … There is all sorts of new technology that 
we must evaluate as we sort out what is reason-
able and what is not,” he said. “Ethics is not just 
abstract, it is useful. It should lead to agreements 

between states as we explore this issue …  Ethics 
should lead to laws, particularly in regard to new 
technological developments.” 

Rowe’s additional work in cyber forensics, 
intrusion analysis and digital deception will be 
relied upon as researchers explore hot-button 

topics such as adversary detection, cyber count-
er-attacks and digital deception.

“We need to know what is acceptable and 
when it is appropriate to retaliate,” said Rowe. 
“We need to have some analogies to convention-
al warfare to know what we can accept and what 
we cannot.”

Key to Rowe’s contribution to the team’s 
research effort will be his work in cyber forensics. 
Ethical questions aside, if you cannot determine 
who attacked you and how, the ethics of a retal-
iatory response become a mute point.

“I do the same work on digital forensics that 
police investigators do when collecting physical 
forensics,” said Rowe. “I also work on intrusion 
analysis, trying to find attacks and figure out 
what our adversaries are doing.” 

NPS Assistant Professor of Philosophy Bradley “BJ” Strawser, right,  
and Professor of Computer Science Neil C. Rowe, left, were recently 
awarded a National Science Foundation sponsored, three-year, 
$500,000 grant to explore the ethics of cyberwarfare.

Chief of Naval Personnel and 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations 
for Manpower, Personnel, Training 
and Education Vice Adm. William F. 
Moran addresses NPS students in the 
university’s King Auditorium, Nov. 20.

NPS, community leaders honor the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. during 
annual breakfast.

Fleet Master Chief for Manpower, 
Personnel, Training and Education 
(MPT&E) April Beldo speaks with 
NPS enlisted staff members during a 
scheduled visit to the campus, Nov. 20. 
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deal of emphasis placed on dia-
logue and interaction, the work-
shop is a forum for the exchange 
of ideas,” said Gregg. “Both the 
participants and the faculty will be 
able to walk away from this event 
with valuable information.”

Gregg says NPS was chosen to 
lead the event because of its unique 
ability to offer short workshops on 
issues related to border security. 
Gregg also noted that the work-
shop provided a great opportuni-
ty for Department of Defense and 
Department of State professionals 
to work side-by-side. 

The Algeria-Tunisia program is 
actually the second border security 
workshop tailored for the unique 
transnational security challenges of 
the North African coast. A group 
of leaders from Egypt concerned 
with issues related to maritime and 
land-based border security attend-
ed a similar program last year. 

In a time where more coun-
tries in the region are moving to-
ward democratization, Algerian 
and Tunisian leadership saw the 
value in participating in the com-
pressed workshop.

NPS Tapped to Help Navy 
Combat Sexual Assault

NPS Graduate School of Busi-
ness and Public Policy Associate 
Professor Gail Thomas helped lead 
a diverse group of Sailors through 
several unique exercises and activ-

ities through the U.S. Navy Sexual 
Assault Prevention and Response 
(SAPR) Forum held in San Diego, 
Calif., Jan. 13-15. The forum was 
the first of several events that seek 
to radically change the way Sailors 
think about, prevent and educate 
others on the damage caused by 
sexual assault within the Navy.

“This is not just a Navy priority, 
it’s a national priority,” said Thom-

as. “We asked our participants to 
envision a future where there is no 
sexual assault.”

Thomas and NPS Center for 
Executive Education Acting Direc-
tor Winli McAnally guided Sailors 
through a series of exercises de-
signed to encourage innovation in 
the manner in which SAPR is taught 
and discussed within the Navy.

“[Participating Sailors] did all 
the work … We choreographed 
it, but it was their thoughts and 
suggestions that made the event a 

success,” said McAnally. “I feel like 
we inspired people to go out and 
change things.”

The forum kicked off a 
7-month fleet engagement ‘listen-
ing tour’ led by the director of the 
21st Century Sailor Office, Rear 
Adm. Sean S. Buck. Buck will be 
engaging Sailors across the fleet in 
an effort to address, amongst other 
things, SAPR, suicide prevention 
and stress management.

DRMI Helps Senior 
Panamanian Officials 
Advance Resource 
Management

The Defense Resources Man-
agement Institute (DRMI) held a 
three day workshop that sought 

to identify Panama’s long-term 
resource management education 
requirements and to develop an 
appropriate engagement plan to 
meet those requirements. 

Panama’s Vice Minister of Pub-
lic Security, the Honorable Manuel 
Moreno, along with the commis-
sioners of the Panama National 
Police, National Boarder Service 
and National Air-Naval Service 
participated in the resource man-
agement assessment. DRMI’s Luis 
Morales accompanied the group 
of officials throughout the assess-
ment and workshop.

“The Ministry of Public Securi-
ty wants to improve the utilization 
of their scarce resources,” said Mo-

rales. “We’ve started the prepara-
tions for a five-year strategic plan 
for optimization of their resource 
allocation process.”

DRMI faculty will continue to 
work with the Panamanian secu-
rity agencies via Video Telecon-
ferencing (VTC) to assist them as 
they develop a long-term engage-
ment plan. (U.S. Navy photo cour-
tesy Charlie Orsburn, DR

Army Deputy Chief of 
Staff Talks Manpower With 
Regional Army Officers

U.S. Army Deputy Chief of 
Staff, G-1, Lt. Gen. Howard B. 
Bromberg addresses Army officers 
from NPS and the nearby Defense 
Language Institute Foreign Lan-
guage Center in King Auditorium, 
Nov. 8. Bromberg addressed the 
critical manpower and personnel 
issues Army leaders are facing back 
in the Pentagon, while also fielding 
questions from the audience.

“We are cutting back,” Brom-
berg said, presenting a message 
heard across all the services in the 
modern era of sequestration and 
its effects on the budget. Bromberg 
detailed manpower concerns and 
considerations while also deliver-
ing comment on Army Strategic 
Priorities across the service.

Bromberg became the U.S. Ar-
my’s 46th Deputy Chief of Staff, 
G-1, on July 21, 2012. He is respon-
sible for developing, managing and 
executing manpower and person-

nel plans, programs and policies 
for the total Army. 

NPS Royal Australian Navy 
Rep Appointed Member of 
the Order of Australia

The Honourable Kim Beaz-
ley, AC, Australian Ambassador 
to the United States, left, presents 
Royal Australian Navy Capt. Mi-
chael Smith with the Medal of the 
Order of Australia during a short 
ceremony in Washington, D.C. last 
month. Smith serves as the Royal 
Australian Navy’s liaison officer to 
the Naval Postgraduate School

The investiture ceremony was 
conducted in support of the Queen’s 
Birthday Honours List, which was 
announced earlier this year. Smith 
was given the award for his excep-
tional performance of duty in Navy 
workforce design and management.

“The award is very special, 
however, I don’t regard it as an end 
point,” Smith said. “The fascinat-
ing journey of life goes on with 
continued questioning, challeng-
ing and learning!”

Smith made a point to recognize 
the many people that he says helped 
make his recognition possible.

 “I was blessed to have a tal-
ented team working with me, who 
shared the passion and commit-
ment for such an important strate-
gic activity. There were numerous 
senior officers who supported and 
encouraged the work, including 
those in the U.S. Navy and NPS 
staff who readily gave their time 
and advice,” said Smith.

Smith has been working to 
improve Australia’s maritime ca-
pabilities as the Royal Australian 

Navy’s strategic workforce design-
er since 2005. 

OR Faculty Honored for 
Efforts in Large-Scale 
Simulation Design

NPS Department of Opera-
tions Research faculty members 
Tom Lucas, Paul Sanchez, Susan 
Sanchez and Chris Nannini, from 
left to right, are pictured outside 
Glasgow Hall with their Koopman 
Prize, an award for outstanding 
publication in military operations 
research presented at the annual 
meeting of the Institute for Oper-
ations Research and the Manage-
ment Sciences (INFORMS).

The four faculty, along with 
Purdue University Associate Pro-
fessor Hong Wong, were recog-
nized for their contributions to a 
book on experimental design and 
analysis, authoring a chapter for 
the text titled “Designs for Large-
Scale Simulation Experiments 
with Applications to Defense and 
Homeland Security.”

“Our book chapter highlighted 
a study done for the U.S. Army on 
unmanned aerial vehicles,” said 
Lucas. “The recommendations of 
the study resulted in billions of 
dollars of savings. Moreover, we 
introduced recent breakthroughs 
in our ability to explore large com-
putational models that others can 
leverage in future studies.”

The Koopman Prize was estab-
lished in honor of Bernard Osgood 
Koopman, considered by many to 

be a founding father of military 
operations research.

NPS Faculty Lead 
Information Operations 
Short Course

Graduate School for Engineer-
ing and Applied Sciences Dean Dr. 
Phil Durkee and NPS Department 
of Electrical and Computer Engi-
neering Professor Dr. Phil Pace cele-
brated the completion of the Center 
for Joint Services Electronic Warfare 
(CJSEW) Technology for Informa-
tion Operations (TIO) short course 
with a brief ceremony and certificate 
presentation, Nov. 14.

“This year’s program is signifi-
cant in that it marks the 16th year 
the course has been conducted, 
and reflects the most exciting tech-
nology program of all,” said Pace. 
“Courses in information opera-
tions and fundamentals of infor-
mation and decision-making serve 
to provide an introduction to the 
special methodologies of informa-
tion processing.”

A total of 21 students attended 
this year’s course, with a large con-
tingent of Swedish officers given 
the TIO short course’s inclusion in 
Swedish National Defense College 
curricula. With a diverse group 
of attendees, Pace also applauded 
the opportunities for international 
cooperation and trust between the 
allied states represented. 

“This course is an excellent op-
portunity for exchanging informa-
tion and technology between our 

countries in a relaxing and stimu-
lating environment,” he said. 

Senior Army Intelligence 
Officials Explores NPS 
Education, Research 
Programs

Patricia A. Guitard, Senior 
Technical Advisor to the U.S. Army 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelli-
gence (G2), spent a day on campus 
with a keen interest in new intelli-
gence trends, information sharing 
and analytics with potential sup-
port to Army operations. Among 
the several briefings Guitard re-
ceived were stops in the Common 
Operational Research Environ-
ment, and program briefs on cyber, 
information operations and others.

“[Guitard] came to NPS to iden-
tify potential areas for collaboration 
between NPS and Army intelli-

gence,” said Col. Patrick J. Wempe, 
Army War College Fellow in the NPS 
Department of Defense Analysis.

In addition to her review in the 
CORE Lab, Guitard was also briefed 
on the new Center for Multi-INT 
Studies as well as an introduction 
to the university’s cyber opera-
tions and national security studies 
programs. In her duties as Senior 
Technical Advisor to the Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Gui-
tard provides operational and tech-
nical advice on infrastructure and 
intelligence community informa-
tion management and information 
technology endeavors.  

 continued from page 5
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NPS Associate Professor Gail Thomas, 
right, and Center for Executive Educa-
tion Acting Director Winli McAnally.

NPS Department of Operations Research faculty members Tom Lucas, Paul 
Sanchez, Susan Sanchez and Chris Nannini, from left to right, are pictured 
outside Glasgow Hall with their Koopman Prize, an award for outstanding 
publication in military operations research presented at the annual meeting of 
the Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences. 

The Honourable Kim Beazley, AC, 
Australian Ambassador to the U.S., 
left, presents Royal Australian Navy 
Capt. Michael Smith, right, with the 
Medal of the Order of Australia during 
a short ceremony in Washington, D.C.

Ms. Patricia A. Guitard, Senior Tech-
nical Advisor to the U.S. Army Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Intelligence (G2), 
visits with defense analysis faculty in 
the Common Operational Research 
Environment Lab to discuss ongoing 
research initiatives, Nov. 19. 

Military, law enforcement and civilian leaders from Algeria and Tunisia attend 
a three-week International Border Security Workshop on campus. 

U.S. Army Deputy Chief of Staff, G-1, 
Lt. Gen. Howard B. Bromberg ad-
dresses Army officers from NPS and 
the nearby DLIFLC in King Auditori-
um, Nov. 8. 

DRMI Lecturer Luis A. Morales answers 
a question from Panamanian National 
Police Commissioner Elsa Garzon 
during a workshop for senior Panama-
nian government officials, Jan. 23.
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Southcom Turns to NPS to Evaluate CubeSats  
for Communications Support
By Kenneth A. Stewart

The U.S.  SoU TheRn CommAnd  (Southcom) has embarked 
on an ambitious international CubeSat program, and turned to the Naval 
Postgraduate School for help. 

The NPS Distributed Information Systems and Experimentation 
(DISE) research group 
along with the univer-
sity’s Space Systems 
Academic Group 
(SSAG) teamed up to 
help the combatant 
command evaluate 
how low-cost space 
communications ca-
pabilities can support 
information sharing and tactical communication across the remote and 
densely-forested areas common to the Southcom area of operations. 

A specially-modified CubeSat, dubbed the Space and Missile Defense 
Command Nano-Satellite-3 (SNAP-3), was launched from Vandenberg 
Air Force Base aboard an Atlas 5 rocket, and housed inside the NPS 
SSAG-developed CubeSat launcher, NPSCuL. 

DISE Research Associate Brian Wood has lead on the NPS effort 
to assess the operational value of the technologies employed by the 
mini-satellite.

“SNAP-3 is an attempt to fill a capabilities gap associated with the need 
for other than line-
of-sight communica-
tions in Southcom’s 
heavily-forested area 
of operations,” said 
Wood. “NPS will be 
conducting an as-
sessment of SNAP-3’s 
ability to fill that gap.”

SNAP-3 seeks to 
overcome line-of-sight limitations in two ways. First, it allows Soldiers 
on the ground to ping CubeSats in low earth orbit which in turn relay 
messages to command and control nodes or to other service members. 

But SNAP-3 also utilizes Unattended Ground Sensor Exfiltration 
technology. Researchers hope to use unattended ground sensors to gath-
er intelligence, such as the presence of insurgent or criminal groups trav-

Naval Postgraduate School Research Associate Brian Wood and student Marine Corps Capt. Clayton Jarolimek inside NPS’ Mobile CubeSat 
Command and Control (MC3) center. Wood and Jarolimek are working to assess the communications utility of CubeSat technologies recently 
deployed by U.S. Southern Command.

eling along known smuggling routes, and then beam that data to orbiting 
SNAP-3 satellites. The satellites would then download the data to receiv-
ers without the need to place Soldiers in harm’s way. 

“Over the next 18 months, we will be traveling to Brazil and Peru, and 
possibly other interested nations, where we will set up a scenario that 
tests the ability of SNAP-3 to perform as designed,” said Wood.

NPS space systems operations student, U.S. Marine Corps Capt. Clayton 
Jarolimek of Minto, N.D., is working with Wood on the SNAP-3 assessment.

“One of the things that drew me to this was my past experience on 
the ground without satellite communication in Helmand Province, Af-
ghanistan,” said Jarolimek. “If adopted, SNAP-3 has the potential to bring 
satellite communications down to squad size units on the ground.

“I will be conducting an analysis of the architecture of the constella-
tion of the SNAP-3 network,” continued Jarolimek. “I hope to be able to 
make recommendations to the U.S. Army’s Space and Missile Defense 
Command and look at the manner in which the Marine Corps may be 
able to benefit from this technology as it is realized.”

Vidur Kaushish and Wenshel Lan, doctoral students in the universi-
ty’s space systems program, are plenty familiar with the NPSCuL launch-
er, and helped get SNAP-3 into the payload for the Southcom launch. 

“We built, tested and integrated the system before delivering it to 
Vandenberg,” said Kaushish. 

“I used to work on launch vehicles before I came to NPS, but I rarely 
had the opportunity to get up on the rocket and work with the hardware 
like we do here,” said Lan. “It’s something that not many people get to do.”

Satellite education is central to the SSAG goal of “blending classroom 
experience into a hands-on pedagogy that links theory and reality,” says 
SSAG Professor Dr. Jim Newman.

Newman has been educating NPS students, and developing satellite 
technology, since his time as an astronaut in NASA’s space shuttle program.

“I realized that CubeSats are an ideal satellite-studies platform due 
to their cost, the variety of missions they are suited to perform and their 
ability to be used in conjunction with other CubeSats,” said Newman. 

That realization has led to numerous CubeSat launches and the in-
corporation of CubeSat technology into the SSAG curriculum, which has 
allowed NPS students and faculty to demonstrate the full spectrum of 
satellite operations.

“You get a rounded experience [at NPS] when it comes to how a sat-
ellite is developed from start to launch, its something that you would not 
see at other graduate institutions,” added Kaushish. 

Newman insists that satellite research at NPS has both academic and 
practical value. 

“There is a need in the fleet to understand what the capabilities of our 
space systems are. We are educating students to understand and to be 
able to speak to satellite capabilities … Students have a variety of thesis 
topics available to them, by studying in this area they know how to apply 
what they have learned,” continued Newman.

SSAG’s hands-on application of theory is evident in the two CubeSats 
it has launched this year. These satellites are helping students and re-
searchers to understand the complexities of low-earth orbit and provid-
ing platforms that can be used to test new technologies. 

In addition to SNAP-3, NPS also recently launched its Solar Cell Ar-
ray Tester (NPS-SCAT) satellite. Indicative of the SSAG approach to both 
satellite education and development, SSAG students and faculty worked 
together to build and launch the NPS-SCAT satellite in order to test solar 
arrays in the low-earth-orbit environment. 

“NPS-SCAT has room for four different types of solar cells, ranging 
from cheap to expensive high-efficiency cells. The experiment will allow 
us to see how the various cells perform and degrade in a low earth orbit,” 
said Aaron Felt, an NPS intern from nearby California State University 

Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
Felt is tracking the NPS-SCAT from SSAG’s local ground station, the 

Mobile CubeSat Command and Control (MC3) center. 
“There is currently a lot of interest in our command and control cen-

ter from various groups and academic institutions; NPS currently has the 
only functioning CubeSat network,” said Felt. 

NPS has partnered with the University of Hawaii, Utah State Uni-
versity, and the Air Force Institute of Technology to develop the MC3 
Center. Partnered universities donate sites for dishes and antennas and 
in turn, they are able to use NPS–provided ground stations for their own 
satellite programs. 

“Our network of sites allows us to have more frequent and longer 
satellite contacts,” said Felt. “This is important because if you are working 
with data-intensive payloads, a network gives you more room to down-
load your data.”

Other members of SSAG’s eclectic student body are working on myri-
ad technologies associated with neither SNAP-3 nor NPS-SCAT.

Lt. Jordan Goff of Pittsburgh, Pa. is working with Newman and Profes-
sor Hersch Loomis on the development of a payload processor that will be 
able to work in the presence of harmful radiation. He hopes that the work 
that he is doing now will be applied to future CubeSat technology. 

“The processor that I am working to create will interface with 
CubeSats and will hopefully be able to do everything from process imag-
es to open doors,” said Goff.

Natasha Nogueira came to NPS as a high school summer-intern. She 
is working with Newman on a high altitude balloon program to test the 
conditions of near space.

“A lot of what we do with our balloon is testing capabilities and 
technologies that will later go into CubeSats,” said Nogueira. “Balloons 
are an inexpensive way to get the equipment we are testing into the 
low-earth-orbit-environment.”

With a broad range of expertise across campus to tap into, NPS’ di-
verse satellite program continues to support student efforts to harness 
emerging technologies and continue to push the envelope of space edu-
cation and exploration.  

A United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket carrying a National 
Reconnaissance Office payload launches from Vandenberg 
Air Force Base in Southern California, Dec. 5, 2013. The launch 
included U.S. Southern Command-sponsored nanosatellites that 
students and researchers at the Naval Postgraduate School will 
assist in evaluating for low-cost space communication capabilities 
in support of information sharing and tactical communications. 

One of the things that drew me to this was my past experience on 
the ground without satellite communication in Helmand Province, 
Afghanistan. If adopted, SNAP-3 has the potential to bring satellite 
communications down to squad size units on the ground.”

Marine Corps Capt. Clayton Jarolimek
NPS Student, Space Systems Operations
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Philippine citizens gather around an MH-
60S Sea Hawk helicopter from the Golden 
Falcons of Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 
12 as it delivers relief supplies in support of 
Operation Damayan. The George Washington 
Carrier Strike Group supported the 3rd 
Marine Expeditionary Brigade to assist the 
Philippine government in response to the 
aftermath of Super Typhoon Haiyan in the 
Republic of the Philippines. 

A t approximately 4:30 a.m. on Fri-
day, November 8, Typhoon Hai-
yan first introduced its power to 
the modest municipality of Gui-

uan in the Eastern Samar province of the Philip-
pines. Minutes later, nearly every single one of its 
50,000 men, women and children had nothing.

By the end of the day, Haiyan had met a 
broad swath of the central Philippines, and it 
had left incomprehensible devastation across 
the Southeast Asian nation … thousands had 
died, millions were homeless, and billions in 
damage had left the country in ruin. 

Natural disasters, and the severity of dam-
age caused by them, are on the rise. For the 
United States Armed Forces, and the Navy in 
particular, large-scale humanitarian assistance 
and disaster relief operations, or HADR, are al-
ready a primary warfighting capabilities. 

Operation Damayan, the HADR opera-
tion in response to Haiyan’s devastation, was 
a massive, multinational, joint service event 
with thousands of military personnel, the USS 
George Washington (CVN-73) and her escort 
ships, and several tons of relief supplies. And 
this is certainly not a new capability for Sailors 
and Marines in the U.S. Pacific Command area 
of responsibility, where more than 20 major 
HADR operations across the rim have been ex-

ecuted in less than that many years. 
The bottom line, operating forward means 

many things for American power projection 
and immediacy in response to any and all 
threats … It also means the U.S. is ready to re-
spond when needed, period. And that is a pow-
erful enabler to developing long-term partner-
ships with our allies and friends throughout the 
Pacific, and the world. 

For this reason, and certainly others, for-
mer Chief of Naval Operations retired Adm. 
Gary Roughead and his counterparts with the 
maritime services described stability opera-
tions, and humanitarian assistance and disaster 
response, as core missions and capabilities for 
the Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. And 
today’s service chiefs, Combatant Command-
ers, and senior defense leaders in the Pentagon 
haven’t altered that course since. 

When Typhoon Haiyan struck late last year, 
the unfolding scenario was one that NPS Hast-
ily Formed Networks (HFN) Research Group 
Director Brian Steckler, a Lecturer in the De-
partment of Information Sciences, had seen 
before. Steckler has taken teams of students to 
the aftermaths of Hurricane Katrina, the earth-
quake in Haiti, and the 2005 tsunami in south-
east Asia, among others. 

Steckler’s research focuses on the rapid 

deployment of communications capabilities 
when every infrastructure needed to make 
them happen is destroyed. 

“When you think of what’s most needed 
in an emergency like this, water, food, shelter 
and medical supplies are what usually come to 
mind,” said Steckler. “But emergency commu-
nications should be at the top of the list, be-
cause without them, you can’t coordinate the 
others and can’t 
operate.” 

“The com-
m u n i c a t i o n s 
link is critical, 
we cannot coor-
dinate if we can’t 
communicate,” 
echoed NPS 
student Marine 
Corps Maj. Tra-
vis Beeson of 
Versailles, Ohio. 
“A major complication in a situation like this 
is aid distribution — some areas do not get 
enough assistance and others get too much.” 

Steckler and his student teams travel with 
large-suitcase-sized ‘fly-away’ kits with an ar-
ray of advanced but relatively affordable tech-
nology … Satellite-enabled, handheld devices 

to conduct immediate information and com-
munications technology (ICT) assessments; 
Broadband Global Area Networks, small satel-
lite terminals that create a 100-meter WiFi cloud 
connecting users to the Internet for e-mail, 
web, voice and video; WiMAX antennas for ex-
tending point-to-point interconnectivity across 
entire disaster-stricken regions; and a bevvy of 
innovative, portable solar- and wind-powered 

alternative en-
ergy sources to 
keep the meshed 
WiFi network 
running.

Students fo-
cus on the tech-
nologies in the 
classroom and 
in their the-
ses — concepts 
of network com-
m u n i c a t i o n s , 

alternative energy development on the front 
lines, etc. But they also gain a strong sense of 
satisfaction in knowing their military educa-
tion is providing real value that goes beyond 
the halls of academia.

“The Hastily Formed Networks group is 
not just in it for the academic value. We have 

deployed to other major disasters where we 
have provided real support to people in des-
perate need,” said Beeson, who was actually in 
the Philippines shortly before the typhoon to 
establish a baseline assessment of the commu-
nications infrastructure in support of a thesis 
he is writing about communications in disaster 
relief operations.

Lt. Cmdr. Anthony Bumatay is a former 
Communications Officer on board the aircraft 
carrier USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70). But as a na-
tive Filipino (see sidebar), his communications 
capabilities proved to help the team in more 
ways than one. 

“When you engage in humanitarian opera-
tions overseas, the first obstacles to overcome 
are cultural and language barriers,” said Buma-
tay, who established a reliable communications 
link between the multinational command cen-
ter (MNCC) in Cebu, and personnel operating 
in disaster areas. 

“I was fortunate to be able to speak the lan-
guage fluently. I understood the culture, and 
more importantly, my professional relation-
ships and contacts within the country helped 
us coordinate efforts,” he added. 

Meanwhile, back on the university’s main 
campus in Monterey, Calif., dozens of students 

NPS students and faculty deploy to the Central Philippines to provide relief following Tyhpoon  Haiyan, but it’s on campus  
where the bulk of university efforts to improve HADR operations happens every day.

By Kenneth Stewart and Dale M. Kuska

   
HADR logistics necessitate a response 
supply chain, and these supply chains 
are very difficult to manage. There are 
critical time windows that must be 
met and a great need for collaboration 
amongst a diverse array of play-
ers … We have the necessary faculty 
with the expertise to make it work.

DR. ARUNA APTE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
NPS GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC POLICY

Flooding in New Orleans following Hurricane 
Katrina in August 2005. The U.S. Navy 
deployed 19 ships to the area to provide 
search and resuce support and augment 
field hospitals. 

U.S. Airmen from the Air Force 
Special Operations Command, 
Hurlburt Field, Fla., offload injured 
people from a C-130 Hercules aircraft 
Jan. 15, 2010, after the earthquake in 
Port-au-Prince, Haiti. The command 
provided immediate rapid response 
capability to Haiti through U.S. 
Southern Command. 

Command Master Chief David Unnone 
of U.S. 7th Fleet Command Flagship USS 
Blue Ridge briefs Sailors about taking 
on humanitarian assistance supplies in 
Singapore to ensure the ship and crew are 
ready to support earthquake and tsunami 
relief operations in Japan if directed. 

Members of the U.S. Armed Forces and the 
Armed Forces of the Philippines deliver 
family food packs in Manila donated by 
local businesses and private organizations 
to aid communities affected by Tropical 
Storm Ketsana in Oct. 2009. 

OPERATION H•A•D•R
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HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE 
AND DISASTER RELIEF
Student Research at the Naval Postgraduate School

The girth of student-driven research into all aspects of HADR 
operations is reflected in the graphic spanning these two 
pages. In part, it’s a reflection of students’ wishes to 
create impact with their chosen theses topics, for it is 
clearly an area of significant growth on campus. But 
altruistic goals aside, HADR operations are a core 
mission objective for every Combatant and Fleet 
Commander across the service, and the detailed 
analyses by students and faculty in every depart-
ment, and a laundry list of curricula, are proving 
to be a resource for future Task Force com-
manders and decision makers at every level.

On the surface, the information represents 
three years of work for some 60 students 
generating a total of 45 theses. But the depth 
of this work will only be known when the U.S. 
Navy responds to the next crisis, and does so 
more efficiently and effectively.
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Natural Disasters are classified using the criteria: 
 • 10 or more people killed
 • 100 or more people affected
 • Declaration of a state of emergency or a call for international assistance.
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and faculty across several curricula are charging 
forward on a wide range of theses projects ana-
lyzing every aspect of HADR operations imagin-
able, from command and control to supply chain 
logistics to emergency response management.

Two of the key players are NPS Graduate 
School of Business and Public Policy Associate 
Professor Dr. Aruna Apte and Assistant Profes-
sor Dr. Keenan Yoho with the university’s Grad-
uate School of Business and Public Policy. The 
two faculty are guiding a series of important, 
student-led HADR research efforts with the aim 
of improving processes and meeting the Navy’s 
burgeoning HADR research requirements.

“I was looking for a service-oriented mili-
tary topic when Hurricane Katrina hit in 2005,” 
said Apte. “Like many academics, Katrina in-
spired me to look into HADR research topics.”

Apte, who is an operations management ex-
pert with an extensive mathematics background, 
approaches her analyses of HADR operations 
from an optimization point of view. And she 
quickly realized that NPS had an important con-

tribution to make on these common missions for 
commanding officers around the fleet. 

Fellow logistics strategist Yoho developed a 
passion for improving HADR operations after 
being exposed to Apte’s work, and watching the 
devastation caused by the Haiti earthquake.

“Naval HADR operations have broad impli-
cations beyond war that demonstrate the gen-
erosity of the U.S,” said Yoho. “When the earth-
quake in Haiti happened, I realized that I needed 
to bring HADR research into my classroom.

“I spent the first 10 minutes of each class 
I taught speaking about Haiti and providing 
operations management methods to analyze 
the problems,” continued Yoho. “For example, 
we looked at Haiti’s single runway and started 
using queuing calculations to see how long it 
would take supplies to arrive. After that experi-
ence, I was all-in.”

A business school may not seem like a natu-
ral fit in conducting HADR research, but Apte 
insists that GSBPP’s acquisition, financial man-
agement and logistics orientated faculty and 
student body possess the ideal mix of academic 

and operational expertise necessary to tackle 
HADR challenges.

“We have the necessary faculty with the ex-
pertise to make it work,” said Apte. “We look 
at processes and at weakness within those pro-
cesses. That sort of education lends itself natu-
rally to looking at HADR problems.”

“A lot of our background in operations and 
logistics management deals with process man-
agement and we tend to think in terms of pro-
cesses. We have to ask, when do these processes 
start, when do they end, what is the capacity, 
where are the bottlenecks, when do you have to 
hand off to another organization and how do 
you mitigate quality costs?” added Yoho. 

And while the logistics and supply chains 
that support HADR operations are similar to 
those that are used to support both industry and 
other DOD operations, they do require consid-
erable foresight and planning - luxuries that are 
rarely afforded to disaster relief professionals.

“HADR logistics necessitate a response 
supply chain, and these supply chains are very 
difficult to manage,” explained Apte. “There are 
critical time windows that must be met and a 
great need for collaboration amongst a diverse 
array of players ranging from government 
agencies to military and regional actors.” 

“When conducting HADR operations we 
have to look at priorities. For example, people 
need water more than food, so how do we get 
the water in first? We would prefer to avoid a 
situation where we just push items forward but 
sometimes that is necessary if we do not have 
clear demand signals and priorities clearly in-
dicated,” added Yoho. 

One of Apte’s students, Cmdr. Stephen Ures 
of Burbank, Calif. with the Navy Service Cost 
Agency, applied his NPS MBA to HADR oper-
ations by conducting an extensive cost analysis 
of recent relief operations. 

“The idea was to help the Navy to plan for 
disasters in the future with the focus on costs,” 
said Ures. “The DOD does not set aside funds 
in the expectation of war, disaster or other un-
expected catastrophes, obligation of those funds 

1918–1919, Flu Pandemic: U.S. Army and 
Navy personnel provide medical services 
around the globe.

1950 Disaster Relief Act: Disaster declara-
tion authority given to the President, and a 
permanent general disaster relief program, 
replacing event-specific and ad-hoc aid. 

March 10, 1933, Long Beach 
Earthquake: U.S. Army And Navy 
Pacific Division Responds.

Dec. 26, 2004, Indian Ocean earthquake 
and tsunami: Coordinated by Joint Task 
Force 536, the USN and USMC shifted assets 
from the Navy’s Pacific Command for HA/DR 
operations.

Aug. 1960, Tahoe National Forest Fires: 
Almost 700 Navy personnel from the Naval 
Auxiliary Air Station in Nevada and the San 
Francisco area helped rangers fight large 
forest fires.

Sept. 1961, Hurricane Carla: the Navy 
conducted relief operations with a 
seven-ship Task Force 135, including 
CVA-38 Shangri-La, CVS-36 Antietam, 
two destroyers, an attack transport, 
and two fleet tugs.

Aug. 14-19, 1953, Greece: The 
Amphibious Task Unit of the Sixth 
Fleet assisted in relief operations 
following earthquakes in the 
Ionian Islands.

2010, Operation Unified Response, Haiti 
2010, Pakistan Floods

2011, Operation Tomodachi, 
Japan: Earthquake, tsunami and 
nuclear disaster relief efforts

2013, Typhoon Haiyan,  
Philippines

1979 Creation of the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency (FEMA) which establishes 
federal disaster policies, mobilizes federal 
resources for disaster response, coordinates 
federal efforts with state and local govern-
ments and manages federal disaster response.

2007 Operation Sea Agnel II,  
Bangladesh Cyclone Sidr

Sept. 11, 2001, Terrorist Attacks

April-Aug. 1989, Exxon Valdez Oil Spill: 
U.S. Navy amphibious ships, LPD-10 Juneau 
and LSD-43 Fort McHenry, act as command 
centers and supported oil clean-up efforts.

April 18, 1906, San Francisco Earthquake: U.S. Navy 
rescue and firefighting work saved large parts of the 
harbors and waterfronts. 

is contingent on the event actually occurring.” 
Ures looked at the costs associated with ev-

erything from hospital ships to flights in and 
around disaster centers. His analysis drew upon 
case studies involving the 2004 Indian Ocean 
Tsunami, which costs the U.S. Navy $63.8 mil-
lion, the 2010 Haiti earthquake, which cost 
$155 million, and the 2010 Pakistan floods, 
which cost $22 million. 

With costs like these, Ures felt that it was 
necessary to look at the manner in which 
HADR budgets are forecast and to develop pri-
orities that matched needs against capabilities. 
He identified three areas in particular where 
the Navy could better employ HADR assets. 

“The U.S. navy should focus on accurate fore-
casting of the required level of services for heli-
copter vertical lift capability, ship platforms that 
facilitate that service, and hospital ships. Getting 
these three functions right will better utilize the 
Navy’s unique core competencies,” said Ures. 

He also looked at the role of information 
and the degree to which increased coordina-
tion maximizes the ability of relief profession-
als to serve devastated areas.

“The best way to maximize the capabilities 
that currently exist will be through improved 
information sharing … applying new technol-
ogies from the fields of human-terrain-map-
ping and crowdsourcing will allow the Navy to 
plug into the already substantial aid networks,” 
said Ures. “Sharing information that allows the 
Navy to deliver the right aid at the right time 
will do more to maximize scarce resources.” 

Student theses like Ures are far from 
unique … In fact, more than 40 theses cover-
ing all aspects of HADR operations have been 
completed at NPS over the past three years, 
representing a comprehensive resource for 
task force planners and commanding officers 
across the service. 

And given the likelihood that the capabili-
ties required across the HADR mission set will 
only increase, the Naval Postgraduate School is 
poised to leave a powerful mark on the Navy’s 
forward presence around the world. 

The military means a lot of things to different people, but to Lt. Cmdr. Anthony 
Bumatay, it is the call to ‘Bayanihan.’
“Filipinos have an ethos called ‘Bayanihan.’ It’s where the whole village comes 

to the rescue of a resident who may be in dire need of assistance,” he described.
During one of his courses last year, NPS Department of Information Sciences 

Lecturer Brian Steckler introduced Bumatay’s Network Operations class to the 
Hastily Formed Network research group and its work in support of humanitarian 
assistance and disaster relief (HADR) operations worldwide.

Soon after, Bumatay volunteered to become a member of the HFN group, but 
little did he know then that it would soon lead him on his own path to Bayanihan.

Bumatay said his drive to volunteer was an easy decision, and that sentiment 
was put to the test when the HFN group deployed to the Central Philippines in 
support of disaster recovery efforts in the wake of Typhoon Haiyan last Nov. 18.

A former Communications Officer serving on the aircraft carrier USS Carl 
Vinson (CVN-70), Bumatay leveraged his abilities to establish a reliable commu-
nications link between the multinational command center (MNCC) in Cebu and 
personnel operating in the disaster areas.

“If you can’t communicate, you can’t operate,” said Bumatay. “The Philippines 
lacked [satellite communications] capability and this 
was a communications gap that our team was able to fix 
immediately.

But it was far more than an effort in establishing 
emergency communications for Bumatay. After the suc-
cessful humanitarian mission to his homeland, Bumatay 
relected back on his experience of Bayanihan.

“Filipinos believe in the communal spirit inside of us 
that makes seemingly impossible feats possible through 
the power of unity and cooperation,” said Bumatay, who 
was himself a victim of natural disaster as a child during 
the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. “I was on the receiving 
end of ‘Bayanihan’ 23 years ago. Without other people 
coming to me and my family’s aid, recovery would have 
been extremely hard.

“Going back to the Philippines as part of NPS’ disaster 
response provided me an opportunity to return the favor,” continued Bumatay. “It 
was the right thing to do, U.S. military personnel and the international commu-
nity may not have been aware of it, but what we all accomplished evoked the 
‘Bayanihan’ spirit and I know the people of the Philippines are eternally grateful.”

Lt. Cmdr. Damon Loveless uses a hand-held radio 
to communicate with the U.S. Navy’s forward-
deployed aircraft carrier USS George Washington 
to coordinate airlift operations from Tacloban, 
Philippines airfield to nearby villages in support 
of Operation Damayan. 

Lt. Cmdr. Timothy Mickel reviews an 
X-Ray as he performs surgery aboard 
the Military Sealift Command hospital 
ship USNS Comfort in Port-Au-Prince, 
Haiti during Continuing Promise 2011. 
Continuing Promise is a five-month 
humanitarian assistance mission to the 
Caribbean, Central and South America. 

A HISTORY OF DISASTER
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Communal Spirit Central  
to Relief Op Success
By MC2 Shawn J. Stewart

Aug. 25, 2005, Hurricane Katrina
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NPS Students, Staff and Faculty Build Culture  
of Volunteerism Off Campus
By MC2 Shawn J. Stewart

VolUnTeeRiSm iS defined  by Merriam-Webster’s dictionary 
as, “The act or practice of doing volunteer work in community service.” 

The very act of volunteering is a cornerstone for the United States 
military — there are nearly 1.5 million individuals in the uniformed ser-
vices, and all of them volunteered to be there. They are volunteers who 
decided to sacrifice their lives for the betterment of themselves and their 
country. For some, enlisting or commissioning was enough, while others 
are driven to extend 
further into the im-
mediate communities 
around them. 

At the Naval Post-
graduate School, of-
ficer students, staff 
Sailors, and their col-
leagues from across 
the services and the 
classroom, place a 
priority on making a difference in the local region.

“We volunteer in Monterey and its surrounding counties,” said Lt. 
Endia Mendez, Vice President of the Monterey Chapter of the National 
Naval Officers Association and a student in NPS’ Graduate School of 
Business and Public Policy. “One of our programs is entitled Break-
fast for Your Brain, where we tutor local elementary, middle and high 
school students.”

Service members enjoy reaching out to the community because it gives 
them a chance to give back while helping to shape minds for the future.

“These sort of programs show that we care about our community,” 
said Mendez. “We get to talk to the students about their career goals 
while helping them plan for college and all of their future endeavors.”

“It is our pleasure to volunteer in a variety of events around the Mon-
terey Peninsula,” echoed Information Technician 1st Class Lance Blood-

worth, Lead Petty 
Officer for NPS’ In-
formation Technolo-
gy and Communica-
tions Services group. 

“We have served 
in a variety of ways, 
from coaching kids 
baseball and soft-
ball to relocating the 
Habitat for Humani-

ty’s warehouse from a dangerous location in Fort Ord to a new location 
in Seaside. Without a doubt, volunteering has really been a highlight for 
us here at NPS,” he continued. 

Sailors frequently serve the local community in a wide variety of 
events and programs. Food drives to feed the hungry, golf tournaments 
that raise money for local charities, and athletic events that build aware-
ness are only the beginning. Some Sailors even take it a step further by 

STUdenT S fRom The  Naval Postgraduate School and nearby 
Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC) joined 
the regional community in welcoming Army Sgt. Brian Jergens and 
family to their new home during a ribbon-cutting ceremony in Hollister, 
Calif., Dec. 12. 

The home was donated by Homes for Troops, a national non-profit 
organization founded in 2004, and was built by members of the local 
community including a cadre of volunteers from both NPS and DLIFLC. 
Homes for Troops has built and donated 155 homes in the last 10 years 
to wounded service members.

While deployed to Afghanistan in 2011, Jergens was severely injured 
by a roadside bomb in the Uruzgan Province. The improvised explosive 
device that ripped through his vehicle blew off both his legs below the 
knee, broke his neck, and injured his brain, hearing and internal organs. 

Despite the trauma, or perhaps because of it, Jergens remembers 
nothing of the long road home that took him from field hospitals and 
medical centers in Afghanistan to Landstuhl, Germany and then to 

Army Sgt. Brian Jergens, left, inside his new kitchen with his 
family during an emotional ceremony in Hollister, Calif., Dec. 12. 
Through the tireless efforts of hundreds of volunteers, including 
a large contingent of NPS defense analysis students, national 
non-profit Homes for Our Troops provided Jergens and his wife 
Jennifer with a new, free custom home.

Naval Postgraduate School personnel, from left to right, IT1 Lance Bloodworth, Lt. Endia Mendez, and YN3 Breana Ruiz are just a few of the countless 
NPS students, staff and faculty that help build a culture of volunteerism outside campus through their tireless efforts in the local community. 

manning vital positions at local support centers.
“I’ve been a volunteer at the MCRCC [Monterey County Rape Crisis 

Center] since November of 2012,” said Yeoman 3rd Class Breana Ruiz. 
“I man the phones at MCRCC every Tuesday from 1600 through 0600 
the next day,” she said. “I volunteer because Monterey Bay is also my 
community and home.”

The culture of volunteerism at NPS will continue to flourish with pro-
grams like Breakfast for Your Brain, honor guard and various volunteer 
opportunities throughout the Monterey Bay area.

“Whether it is standing in the rain asking for donations or getting my 

hands dirty, I will do anything I can to help the this community,” said 
Bloodworth. “The Navy core values of Honor, Courage, and Commit-
ment are not just something to follow in regards to being on duty; they 
are values that I align with everyday of my life,” he said. 

At the heart of the volunteer efforts of those across the entire NPS 
community is a simple, straightforward idea – helping those in need.

“If I walked in the shoes of those who are less fortunate than me, I 
would want someone to help me if I desperately needed it,” said Blood-
worth. “That is why I cannot sit idle knowing that there are less fortunate 
people out there that need our help.” 

Brooke Army Medical Center in San Antonio, Texas. In fact, he does not 
remember Afghanistan at all. 

“I don’t remember what happened until I look down,” quipped Jer-
gens with his ever-present smile and infectiously positive attitude. 

Jergens and his wife are working hard to reclaim their lives and to 
raise their young family in Hol-
lister, and the community has 
welcomed them with open arms. 
The ribbon-cutting ceremony 
was attended by the mayor, the 
chief of police, city council mem-
bers, a local Boy Scout troop, 
members of the Patriot Guard Riders, and even Santa Claus himself. 

NPS Department of Defense Analysis student, U.S. Air Force Maj. Jeff 
McMaster of Fort Worth, Texas, was one of many volunteers to work on 
the Jergens family home

“It was a great chance to give back to someone who has sacrificed so 

much, someone who maintains a great attitude and who is such an inspi-
ration despite the severity of his injuries. It was a privilege,” McMaster said.

Army Maj. Alex Williams, also in the defense analysis program, coor-
dinated much of the NPS contributions to the volunteer effort for Jergens.

“All of us have friends, colleagues and comrades who have been in-
jured or damaged in some capac-
ity,” said Williams. “It’s kind of 
cathartic for us to see that people 
do get better. The courage of this 
Soldier and his wife is truly in-
spiring … it puts your own prob-
lems into perspective.

“When all of the fanfare dies down and these people start getting 
back to their daily lives, things are going to be very difficult. These Sol-
diers need to know that they have somewhere to turn, that there are 
people out there that they can contact. We are in this for the long haul,” 
Williams added. 

NPS Students Join Community Effort to Build Home for Wounded Warrior
By Kenneth A. Stewart

Whether it is standing in the rain asking for donations or getting my 
hands dirty, I will do anything I can to help this community. The Navy 
core values of Honor, Courage, and Commitment are not just something 
to follow in regards to being on duty.”

Information Technician 1st Class Lance Bloodworth
Lead Petty Officer, NPS Information Technology and Communications Services

The courage of this Soldier and his wife is truly 
inspiring … it puts your own problems into perspective.

Army Maj. Alex Williams 
Defense Analysis
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Operations Research Professor Honored With  
Surface Navy Association’s Literary Award
By MC3 Danica M. Sirmans

in A Time  that requires the fleet to do more with less, somewhere 
sleep is overlooked in the equation of mission readiness. Navy tradition 
didn’t necessarily include sleep to begin with, but in the rough waters of 
fiscal scrutiny, 18-hour workdays are not unheard of for Sailors across 
the service.

Naval Postgraduate 
School Department of Op-
erations Research Associate 
Professor Dr. Nita Shattuck 
has been working for the 
past 12 years to change the 
status quo when it comes 
to sleep and fatigue in an 
operational environment. 
And through the course of her efforts, has helped more than 10 NPS 
students complete their master’s theses on the topic since joining the 
faculty at NPS.

“About a dozen NPS students have helped with this research project 
along the way,” said Shattuck. “Each of them has helped at different stages 
and I’ve really valued their input and operational experience over the 
years. It’s been essential.”

Shattuck, along with co-author retired Navy Capt. John Cordle, de-
tailed some of their results in the article, “A Sea Change in Standing 
Watch,” published by the U.S. Naval Institute. And the duo was honored 
for their efforts at the Surface Navy Association’s Annual Symposium in 

Springfield, Va., Jan. 15, 
receiving the SNA’s Liter-
ary Award for top journal 
article of the year. 

“The award was such 
a surprise and very hum-
bling but the recognition 
is not so much about the 
writing, it’s about ad-
dressing the needs of the 

fleet,” said Shattuck. “It’s really about improving the lives of sailors.”
The article discussed the benefits of maintaining a circadian rhythm 

to better match the needs of the human body in a stressful environment. 
The studies aim to prove that setting the same working and sleeping 
hours reduces fatigue, and thus fatal errors, significantly in the fleet.

Co-author Cordle, who recently retired as a surface warfare officer, 
helped conduct studies aboard the USS San Jacinto (CG-56) by imple-

menting a 3/9 watch standing schedule. The schedule, 
modeled after an idea employed by the German navy, was 
thought to be unorthodox but proved successful by, re-
searchers say, the implementation of a much-needed circa-
dian rhythm.

The crew, where possible, worked three hours on, three 
hours off, three hours on, followed by 15-hours off. There 
was some pushback from the “old salts,” as Cordle describes 
them, and it did not work out for every department. In gen-
eral, however, Shattuck and Cordle found that the shorter 
watches allowed for better focus and less fatigue in partici-
pating Sailors.

Follow-on interest has come about through the Combat 
and Operations Stress Control (COSC) program, head-
ed by retired Navy Cmdr. Leanne Braddock. Studies have 
shown that sleep deprivation is a significant contributing 
factor to stress. With COSC programs looking to reduce 
stress on the crew in all areas possible, Shattuck’s research 
seems a perfect fit.

Meanwhile, Shattuck is not one to rest on the laurels of 
her award-winning article. Only days after accepting the 
award at the SNA Symposium in Virginia, she made her 
way to Southern California to board the USS Independence 
(LCS-2) for a 3-week research effort collecting data on Sail-
ors and their sleep patterns during rough-water trials. 

And while Sailors are tending to the ship during rough 
waters at sea, Shattuck and her team are working diligently 
to navigate the rough waters of policy to change the status 
quo and push for change. 

NPS Department of Operations Research Associate Professor Dr. Nita 
Shattuck has been honored with the 2013 Surface Navy Association (SNA) 
Literary Award, alongside co-author retired Navy Capt. John Cordle, for their 
article, “A Sea Change in Standing Watch,” as the year’s best journal article.

NPS Supply Corps Student Honored With  
Prestigious Batchelder Award
By MC3 Danica M. Sirmans

nAVAl PoSTgRAdUATe SChool operations analysis student 
Lt. John Sprague was officially presented with the Navy League of the 
United States Vice Adm. Robert F. Batchelder Award by university 
President, retired Vice Adm. Ronald A. Route, during a small ceremony 
in Herrmann Hall, Nov. 19. 

The Batchelder Award is presented annually to select Supply Corps 
officers based upon their significant personal contributions to the supply 
readiness of the Navy’s op-
erating forces. Sprague was 
honored for his time serv-
ing with SEAL Team Three.

“It really is a team 
award,” said Sprague. “I was 
very fortunate to be with 
a great team at LOGSU-1 
[Logistics Support Group 
ONE] and SEAL Team 
Three. I’d like to share this recognition with them.”

Sprague worked with the Combat Service Support (CSS) personnel 
for SEAL Team Three and the Naval Special Warfare Group Logistics 
Support Unit in 2012. 

“Our mission was to develop and maintain a wide range of enabling 
options for the combatant commander, and this award is really a testa-
ment to the dedication and expertise of the entire CSS troop in fulfilling 

that mission,” Sprague said. “I’m grateful to the Navy League for recog-
nizing the contributions of Naval Special Warfare logisticians, and am 
very pleased to accept the award on behalf of our entire team.”

Due to limitations in travel, this year’s Batchelder Award honorees 
were presented with their awards during small ceremonies at their respec-
tive current commands. Sprague recently checked into NPS in pursuit of 
his master’s degree in the NPS Department of Operations Research.

“Effective and effi-
cient resource alloca-
tion is a fundamental 
task for Supply Corps 
officers,” said Sprague. 
“The operations re-
search curriculum [at 
NPS] provides a world-
class opportunity to 
study and apply ad-

vanced methods for analysis and decision-making.”
Sprague was one of five officers presented with the Batchelder Award 

this year. Supply Corps Officers from the O1 to O4 level are eligible and 
are nominated by their commanding officers. 

The Batchelder award recognizes work done over the course of one 
full calendar year. Nominations are due in April of the following year and 
a Flag-led board selects awardees in May.  

Operations analysis student Lt. John Sprague, center, is presented with the Navy League of the United States Vice Adm. Robert F. 
Batchelder Award by NPS President, retired Vice Adm. Ronald A. Route, during a small ceremony in Herrmann Hall, Nov. 19. The 
Batchelder Award is presented annually to select Supply Corps officers based on significant personal contributions to the supply 
readiness of the Navy’s operating forces. 

About a dozen NPS students have helped with this research 
project along the way. Each of them has helped at different 
stages and I’ve really valued their input and operational 
experience over the years. It’s been essential.”

Associate Professor Dr. Nita Shattuck 
NPS Department of Operations Research

Effective and efficient resource allocation is a fundamental task 
for Supply Corps officers. The operations research curriculum 
[at NPS] provides a world-class opportunity to study and apply 
advanced methods for analysis and decision-making.”

Lt. John Sprague 
NPS Operations Analysis 
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Forces Commander Gen. Moeldoko.
CCMR involvement in the exercise dates back to Feb. 2012, when the 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense — Special Operations and Low 
Intensity Conflict approached CCMR for assistance in the preparation 
of a series of realistic scenarios and the creation of a strategic-level Table 
Top Exercise (TTX) designed to help ASEAN members states to improve 
multinational, regional responses to terrorist threats in Southeast Asia. 

“The decision was made to have a two-year program leading to a 
major exercise. We were tasked to come up with scenarios that were de-
signed to force regional cooperation,” said Doorey. 

“Counterterrorism is generally treated as a national or law enforce-
ment issue. We wanted to show through realistic scenarios that there are 
many areas where unilateral, or even bi-lateral, responses to terrorism 
would likely fail and demonstrated the utility of a multinational effort to 
eradicate this problem,” continued Doorey.

Research into counterterrorism is one of the core areas that CCMR 
has been addressing since its inception in 2002.

“The CCMR’s mission is to build partner capacity and to improve 
interagency and international coordination and cooperation by address-
ing civil-military challenges which include, amongst other things, com-
bating terrorism,” said CCMR Combating Terrorism Program Manager 
Paul Shemella.

CCMR-developed counterterrorism scenarios were pitted against 
four multinational working groups tasked with addressing a major mar-
itime threat against a liquefied natural gas facility or tanker, an attack 
against a major regional athletic and cultural event with global atten-
dance, and the threat of a Man-Portable Air Defense Systems (MAN-
PADS) in the hands of a sophisticated regional terrorist organization was 
injected on the last day of the exercise.

“The TTX was very strategic in nature, we looked at the long range 
work that needs to be done in response to terrorism and piracy,” said 
former NPS Superintendent and CCMR Strategic Communications Spe-
cialist, retired Rear Adm. Richard Wells. “The answer to dealing with 
terrorism is a strategic planning process which includes communicating, 
building infrastructure, and training together to deal with terrorism.” 

Organizers strategically placed members of key regional states to-
gether in an effort to foster both formal and informal relationships with 
the potential to persist long after the completion of the exercise.

“In my group we had Singapore, China, Cambodia and Brunei work-
ing together. The idea was to get all of these nations, from diverse cul-
tures and philosophies, working together at the same table for a common 
goal. The results were astounding,” said Wells. “There was no national-
ism; the exercise facilitated serious, regional discussion about the com-
mon enemy of terrorism.”

As the tabletop working groups grappled with counterterrorism strat-
egy and policy, personnel from member states participated in a practi-
cal exercise led by members of Special Operations Command — Pacific. 
The practical exercise consisted of field exercises and classroom events 
wherein junior officers and senior enlisted facilitators were exposed to a 
wide ranging series of topics including IED threat analysis, best practices 
and anti-terrorism procedures. 

“The goal of the practical exercises was to develop counterterrorism 
capabilities by exchanging best practices and demonstrating the coun-
terterrorism tactics, techniques and procedures among military forces in 
support of law enforcement and other designated government agencies,” 
said Doorey. 

“From my perspective, the ASEAN goal was met with the complex-
ity of bringing 12 different countries under an umbrella of combating a 
common threat and achieving the same goals for the first time,” said U.S. 
Army Sgt. 1st Class Kindu E. Delaleu with the Asia-Pacific Counter IED 

(improvised explosive device) Fusion Center. 
“Many of the participants from partnered nation teams stated that 

they had not received this type of familiarization before and requested 
additional material. I feel the exercise was a great success and spearhead-
ed the way for future counterterrorism exercises in the Asia-Pacific re-
gion,” he added. 

Indonesia has a robust, national-police-led counterterrorism effort, 
but Indonesian leaders acknowledge that force alone will not stop terror-
ism from occurring and that deterrence must coincide with an on-going 
commitment to democratic values, freedom of speech, and freedom of 
assembly. 

“Our initiatives and activities range from working with former ter-
rorists — the re-education and rehabilitation of ex-convicts and their 
families; the empowerment of religious education institutions; and, the 
enhancement of awareness in schools – to engagement with the media 
to generate counter-narratives against radical terrorists,” said Retired In-
donesian Inspector General Ansyaad Mbai, Director of the Indonesian 
National Counter-Terrorism Agency (BNPT). 

The BNPT is also working with non-governmental and religious or-
ganizations to combat extremist-led radicalization efforts by targeting 
prisons, places of worship, and schools and the media. The Indonesian 
approach was born of the realization that, within the Indonesian context, 
kinetic operations were often counter-productive.

“The more physical pressure brought to bear upon them [terrorists], 
the more militant and radical they become,” said Mbai. 

As the Indonesia, U.S. three-year co-chairmanship of the EWG-CT 
comes to a close, preparation for the second iteration of exercises and 
multinational counterterrorism efforts are already underway. Singa-
pore and Australia will assume co-chairmanship for the EWG-CT in 
April of 2014. University’s Center for Civil-Military Relations  

Supports Multinational Counterterrorism Exercise
By Kenneth A. Stewart

STUdenTS And fACUlT y  at the Naval Postgraduate School’s 
Center for Civil-Military Relations (CCMR) recently completed a three-
year effort to lead an unprecedented 18-nation counterterrorism exercise 
conducted under the auspices of the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) states at the Indonesian Peace and Security Center 
located in Sentul, 
Indonesia. 

The exercise was 
born of the 2010 in-
augural meeting of 
the ASEAN Defense 
Ministers Meeting 
(ADMM) held in 
Hanoi, Vietnam. Par-
ticipants were drawn 
from an elite group of 
ministers from the ten 
ASEAN member states — Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, 
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam — and the 
eight partnered or “plus” nations – Australia, China, India, Japan, New 
Zealand, Russia, South Korea and the U.S.

In Hanoi, ADMM Plus members created five Expert Working Groups 
(EWG) focused on regional security issues. Indonesia and the United 
States were selected as the first co-chairs for the Expert Working Group 
for Counter-Terrorism (EWG-CT). 

“Working together develops regional capacity and the habits of coop-
eration we need to solve today’s complex problems,” said U.S. Secretary 
of Defense Chuck Hagel during an address to the ADMM Plus Defense 
Minsters Meeting in Brunei. “Exercising together builds trust and under-
standing that reduces the risk of conflict when disputes arise.”

CCMR Deputy 
Counter Terrorism 
Program Director 
retired Navy Capt. 
Tim Doorey Doorey 
helped play a lead 
role in coordinating 
the massive exercise, 
and stressed the stra-
tegic and economic 
importance of the 
ASEAN Plus mem-

ber states taking part in the exercise.
“This exercise involved 872 military and civilian personnel from all 

18 ASEAN Plus countries and was the first to be conducted under the 
auspices of the ADMM-Plus EWG-CT,” said Doorey. “More people live 
inside ADMM-Plus countries than the rest of the world combined, and 
more than half of the world’s GDP resides in these 18 nations.”

“The long-term goal of the exercise was to have a common regional 
procedure in tackling transnational terrorism,” added Indonesian Armed 

Senior officials and representatives from several southeast Asia nations gather for a group photo during the ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting 
Counter Terrorism Exercise in September of 2013. The weeklong exercise, involving 18 nations and more than 800 personnel, utilized multiple planned 
and surprise scenarios to improve regional capability in transnational counterterrorism. (Photo courtesy NPS Center for Civil-Military Relations)

Members of an elite Indonesian counterterrorism group repel 
down the front of a building during a multinational counterter-
rorism exercise in Sentul, Indonesia. NPS’ Center for Civil-Military 
Relations played a lead role in designing the exercise, helping 
develop regional capacity through a multinational approach to 
combating terrorism. 

“From my perspective, the ASEAN goal was met with the complexity 
of bringing 12 different countries under an umbrella of combating a 
common threat and achieving the same goals for the first time … I feel 
the exercise was a great success and spearheaded the way for future 
counterterrorism exercises in the Asia-Pacific region.”

U.S. Army Sgt. 1st Class Kindu E. Delaleu
Asia-Pacific Counter IED Fusion Center
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Naval Studies Program Pits NPS Student Expertise 
Against Navy’s Challenges
By Kenneth A. Stewart

T h e of f iC e of T h e  Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) has 
turned to the Naval Postgraduate School and its core of operationally-
experienced students and expert faculty to directly address some of 
the most challenging questions facing the sea services today under the 
umbrella of the Naval Studies program. 

According to NPS leadership, the program “is intended to facilitate 
rapid studies designed to meet the real-time, research requirements of 
the Navy’s operational codes,” said NPS Dean of Research Dr. Jeff Pad-
uan. “These studies will provide our sponsors with alternative solutions 
and several possible courses of action.” 

Paduan notes that while NPS has been conducting advanced naval re-
search for decades, the prestigious institution can also answer the needs 
of Navy leaders interested in finding detailed answers to more imme-
diate, short-term concerns. “We are working to educate the operational 
code leaders about what we are capable of here at NPS and working with 
the codes in the Pentagon to find matches between operational needs 
and our capabilities,” said Paduan.

“What I think is exciting is that this program will allow students and 
faculty to rotate through operational problems and learn what is import-
ant to the Navy. In turn, the program gives us the opportunity to showcase 
some of our abilities and to highlight the value that we bring,” he added. 

NPS Associate Professor retired Army Col. Alejandro “Andy” Her-
nandez serves as the Naval Studies Program project manager at NPS. 
“NPS studies and analysis activities will serve as a focal point, stimulus, 
and major source of strategic, tactical, and operational thought within 
the Navy communities,” said Hernandez. 

“These studies serve as a means for naval resource sponsors and 

budget submission offices to have analysis and decision-support studies 
conducted using the applied, soft and hard sciences. Studies completed 
at NPS will help to solve diverse and complex resource allocation and 
strategic issues facing the Navy today, and those that analysts have envi-
sioned for the future,” Hernandez continued. 

While the Naval Studies Program is still in its infancy, several pro-
gram-sponsored studies are already underway. In fact, a combined total of 
76 Marine Corps and Navy studies were in full swing by December 2013. 

NPS student Lt. Jerry Wyrick, for example, is using Naval Studies 
Program to develop a course that will answer the cyber community’s 
basic training needs. “There are a lot of joint and extended computer 
science programs out there, but all of them are a minimum of 18 months 
long. We do not have the manning, resources or time to put everyone 
through a traditional cyber studies program,” said Wyrick. 

“Upon graduation, course participants will be able to do entry level 
programming. If you understand the logic of programming and what 
your system is capable of, you will be able to gain the skillsets necessary 
to understand the capabilities that exist,” said Wyrick.

Wyrick and Fulp’s work represents just one example of work funded 
through the Naval Studies Program, but it is indicative of what officials 
say can be accomplished by matching the needs of senior Navy leaders 
with NPS students and faculty.

As the second year of the program begins to ramp up, the group will 
be holding a comprehensive requirements “fair” in March 2014, where 
Navy, Marine Corps leaders will have the opportunity to directly share 
their most pressing issues, and hear directly from NPS subject matter 
experts, to develop a stronger connection between the players. 

NPS, Marine Corps Research Partnership  
Drives Energy Independence
By Kenneth A. Stewart

The nAVAl PoSTgRAdUATe SChool  and the U.S. Marine 
Corps Expeditionary Energy Office (E2O) have partnered under an 
initiative to conduct student-led research that will address some of the 
Marine Corps’ most pressing energy challenges.

The Marine Corps first initiated the E2O program in 2009 with the 
mission to “analyze, develop and direct the Marine Corps’ energy strat-
egy.” The impetus for the initiative was born of the realization that the 
Marine Corps is using far more energy today than it did in the past.

“Over the last 10–15 years, we have had a 250 percent increase in 
computer usage on the battlefield, and the average Marine infantry bat-
talion is using four-times the amount of fuel today than it did in 2001,” 
said E2O Director Marine Corps Col. Jim Caley.

“The investments we are making today in technology and cultural 
change at the forward edge of the battlefield have the opportunity to re-
duce our fuel reliance and the number of logistical convoys that feed that 
need,” continued Caley.

Caley notes that Marine Corps efforts to reduce reliance on tradition-
al fuel sources will increase the operational reach of expeditionary units 
and save lives as well as dollars. He also insists that the student research 
being conducted at NPS provides real value to the Marine Corps.

“Our students study at NPS and then come back prepared to lead 
us to a great energy future,” said Caley. “We get tremendous value from 
the non-uniformed perspective [of NPS faculty]. They look at us from 
outside with, the audacity to question why we do things, but then help 
us to move forward.”

NPS Associate Professors retired Army Col. Andy Hernandez and Dr. 
Jomana Amara lead the E20 effort at NPS. 

“We want to educate Marine Corps officers to look at energy differ-
ently, and to help them to come up with energy solutions for the Marine 
Corps’ energy problems,” said Amara. “The E20 program is concerned 
with expediting applications of portable and renewable energy.”

“We are most concerned with the manner in which green technolo-
gies affect the operational footprint,” said Hernandez. “Whenever you 
look at an operational gap, you have to consider the energy usage.” 

Program administrators say the program is a win for both the Ma-
rine Corps, and the students pursuing energy-related studies. But the 
NPS-E20 partnership is not just about new technology. Organizers insist 
that it’s about fundamentally changing the Marine Corps’ culture of en-
ergy consumption. 

“The breadth and depth of what we are trying to do is very large,” said 
Hernandez. “We are trying to change the minds of folks, to make them 
aware of the benefits of saving energy.”

Still, all of this attention to energy conservation and alternative ener-
gy sources should be viewed in the context of the Marine Corps opera-
tional mission. NPS Senior Marine Corps Representative, Col. Mitchell 
McCarthy, insists that Marine Corps investments into energy research 
directly support the Marine Corps’ combat effectiveness. 

“The amount of fuel required to support a single Marine in the field 
is really astronomical,” said McCarthy. “What we are doing here is find-
ing solutions that will allow us to reduce those fuel needs and focus our 

logistical trains on those things that we need to use to accomplish our 
mission. What the E20 program is doing is a combat multiplier.” 

Naval Postgraduate School student Lt. Jerry Wyrick, pictured among the stacks in NPS’ Dudley Knox Library, is one of several students taking 
advantage of Naval Studies Program funding to perform detailed analyses on behalf of Navy leaders. Wyrick is developing a training program to 
provide a focused, cyber operations training in a fraction of the normal training time.

TOP: NPS Associate Professor retired Army Col. Andy Hernandez, 
left, and NPS students Marine Corps Capt. Matthew Morse, center, 
and Lt. Cmdr. Timothy Householder, right, stand amongst a field of 
photovoltaic panels atop NPS’ Dudley Knox Library, Nov. 20. Her-
nandez, Morse and Householder are working with the Marine Corps’ 
Expeditionary Energy Office to address match the Corps’ alternative 
energy and conservation needs with NPS student research. 

BOTTOM: NPS student Lt. Cmdr. Timothy Householder shows 
off a microelectromechanical system (MEMS) in NPS’ Materials 
Research Lab, Nov. 20. Householder is working with the Marine 
Corps’ Expeditionary Energy Office on his NPS research in using 
MEMS to harvest “waste energy” from military equipment.
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Former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, CNO  
Keynotes Fall Graduation
By MC3 Danica M. Sirmans

The nAVAl PoSTgR AdUATe SCho ol  honored its latest 
round of graduates during the 2013 Fall Quarter Graduation Ceremony 
held in King Auditorium, Dec. 20.

Presiding over a graduation ceremony for the first time, NPS Presi-
dent retired Vice Adm. Ronald A. Route, introduced a fellow operations 
research graduate in the day’s keynote speaker, retired Adm. Michael G. 
Mullen, 17th Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 
28th Chief of Naval Op-
erations. As Mullen took 
the podium to address 
the graduating class, the 
alumnus first expressed his 
gratitude to the graduates’ 
families and friends.

“There’s not a graduate here that could succeed without the support 
of their families,” said Mullen. “Having done this for awhile, I can tell 
you that you have set the standard for that kind of support and we are 
eternally grateful.”

He went on to offer his praise to the students for achieving such an 
accomplishment, and reaching an important milestone in their career.

“Thank you to the students for your service and your dedication. You 
are beacons for hope, and you set the example for so many different in-

stitutions and countries around the world,” Mullen said. 
“And it doesn’t stop here. That service is going to be equally, if not 

more challenging, than that of the past. But that optimism will prove to 
deliver,” he continued. “As the economy gets better, and as wars come to an 
end, it is the battalion, shift and squadron commanders who must focus 
on retaining our best junior officers — many of whom are in this room.”

In closing his remarks, 
Mullen reminded the 
graduates that their work 
is far from over and en-
couraged them to go forth 
with a renewed sense of re-
sponsibility.

“What I ask of every-
one in uniform is that you 

figure out a way to lead. You make a difference in people’s lives, institu-
tions, and in your countries,” Mullen stressed. “You are just beginning in 
your learning hill … And there’s a great deal to learn. Continue to learn, 
grow and expand your comfort zone.” 

NPS graduated a total of 373 students earning 377 advanced degrees 
this quarter. Of note, Mullen’s own son, Lt. Cmdr. John S. Mullen, was a 
member of the quarter’s graduating class, earning a Master of Business 
Administration degree. 
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Thank you to the students for your service and your dedication. 
You are beacons for hope, and you set the example for so many 
different institutions and countries around the world” 

Adm. Michael G. Mullen 
U.S. Navy, Retired

Retired Adm. Mike Mullen, 17th Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 28th Chief of Naval Operations, and an NPS operations research alumnus, 
offers keynote remarks during Fall Quarter 2013 commencement ceremonies, Dec. 20. 



To the Fleet and Force
The two, large armored combat vehicles positioned on each side of this 
proud group of NPS alumni is clear evidence they are not celebrating 
their graduation inside the campus’ King Auditorium. 

The cohort of 31 students, from the U.S. Army TACOM Life Cycle 
Management Command (TACOM LCMC) in Warren, Mich., is the latest 
to complete the Graduate School of Business and Public Policy’s 
Advanced Acquisition Program (AAP). The AAP is a 12-month, dis-
tance-learning program focused on graduate-level defense acquisition 
and program management education.

“This is a very challenging program requiring you to think hard, work 
hard, and prepare for even greater challenges,” said Kevin M. Fahey, 
Program Executive Officer Combat Support & Combat Service Support 
(PEO CS&CSS) during an address to the graduates at the TACOM LCMC 
facility in late 2013. “Your graduation is timely, because that’s just the 
kind of effort we need in today’s challenging environment.”

It would seem the AAP program’s benefits are timely, no matter what 

acquisition challenges are thrust toward the command, one of the Ar-
my’s largest weapon systems research, development and sustainment 
organizations. Over the past 14 years, at least eight cohorts of 20-30 
students have taken the program, at the command’s expense.

“No travel is required by the students whatsoever … NPS takes the 
education to the students at their workplace … This is why commands 
of all services continue to buy education products from NPS for their 
distributed civilian and military workers,” said GSBPP Associate Profes-
sor J.D. Dillard, AAP program manager. “We have always felt it to be a 
very efficient means of delivery.”

NPS’ AAP provides an on-site source for Level III Program Management 
certification training, and is the only other education provider that 
provides Defense Acquisition University (DAU) equivalency in Program 
Management. The curriculum covers acquisition and program manage-
ment, contract and financial management, acquisition logistics, test 
and evaluation management, manufacturing and quality assurance as 
well as software acquisition management. 
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